
The importance of Reconnective Healing and The Reconnection® becomes clear when one 
reads ‘THE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE; THE KEYS OF ENOCH’. It is a text of higher 
consciousness about 64 areas of science and explains how the human race is connected 
with a more advanced higher evolutionary structure of universal intelligence. This bestseller 
has been translated into several  languages. One can find more about this book on  
www.keysofenoch.org  
 
This book was published 1977, by Dr.J. J. Hurtak, a Social Scientist and Futurist, 15 years 
before Dr Eric Pearl became able to access the frequencies of Reconnective Healing®.   
Relevant are chapters 314 and 317.  
 
Here are some excerpts out of J. J. Hurtak’s  book: 
 
Chapter 314, page 486   
59. “Through a projection of Light coming from the recorder cell (or Merkabah activity) 
selected individuals can be reconnected with the Adam Kadmon image through a resonance 
operating through hyperdimensional space. 
 
60.  And, at this time those individuals who have not had the divine image can be opened to 
receive the image of the Adam Kadmon. 
 
61. Some individuals receive an additional high frequency resonance transmission operating 
in parallel phase with their normal resonance bonding. This additional high frequency 
resonance operates as a subcarrier (through these individual biotransducers) to modulate 
paranormal energies. 
 
65: Moreover, as this high frequency resonance becomes aligned with the biotransducer 
system of the body the seven chakras can be completely transfigured into the divine image.” 
 
Chapter 317, page 523, 
1. “There is at work within all biological systems a path of interchangeability to standardize 
unique vibratory levels. Our galactic body of creation controls the renewing functions  
through meridian  axiatonal lines which are the equivalent of acupuncture lines that can 
connect with resonating star systems. 
 
2. These axiatonal lines are not limited to a physical body or a biological creation, but are 
open ended and can connect the body vehicle with axiatonal lines that emanate from the 
various star populations and exist as chemical code mechanisms. 
 
3. When Man can discover the connection between his life space and the axiatonal grids 
controlling the body through endless cell division, Man will have a new superscience known 
as medical astronomy. 
 
17. Therefore acupuncture, as used during the last 12.000 years of evolutionary existence, 
was cut off from the “progressive” higher star programming channels when the root races 
revolted against the programming of the Father. This caused the twelve biophysical 
meridians to be truncated from direct connection with the Overself. 
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19. Until this time, the body has been left to work on molecular biological levels with only 
limited magnetic resonance patterns to continue the functions of the amino acids, the basic 
building blocks of life. 
 
21.. In other words Man was cut of from the higher star points that are necessary to maintain 
a perfected form of the Adam Kadmon. 
 
24. Man at this time, is being advanced to a new biological program, 
 
25. This advancement requires his acupuncture lines be extended to axiatonal lines that will 
be connected directly with the Overself; for if Man is to go on into further soul progression he 
must connect his axiatonal lines to his Overself which is also making an ascension into the 
next quantum level of the Adam Kadmon, just as the Adam Kadmon body is making an 
ascension into a completely new program in our Son universe. 
 
29. The axial lines are part of a fifth-dimensional circulatory system combining color and 
sounds, which are used to draw from the Overself body the basic energy used for the 
renewing functions of the human evolutionary body. 

 

Adam Kadmon: Spiritual-physical creation on the planetary worlds, a being 
articulated from a divine radiation that was later nullified through the FALL, 

resulting in the loss of spiritual gifts. 
 

Axiatonal lines:  connect the human biological system with superior 

astrobiological analogs. 


